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Top 5 Financial Mistakes:  

 
1. Living allowance and supplemental benefits are not separated on pay checks or 

within accounting system. 

 

2. Living allowance is not equally distributed across pay periods within Fellow’s 

term; living allowance is based on hours worked. 

 

3. Periodic Expense Reports do not adequately reflect actual expenses. 

 

4. Timesheets: not signed by Fellow or supervisor; do not separate service, training, 

and fundraising hours. 

 

5. Host sites do not meet submission deadlines: PERs are due the second and 

fourth Monday and cannot be submitted before the reporting period is over. 

 
Common Periodic Expense Report (PER) Mistakes: 
 

1. Claiming expenses for more than a one month period. 

 

2. Claiming expenses for line items that were not originally budgeted for by the host 

site. 

 

3. Overdrawing on CNCS line items 

 

4. Claiming expenses that are not reflective of actual expenses 
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Key Aspects of Successful Financial Management 
 

1. The living allowance amount and supplemental benefits amount must be 

separated on the Fellow’s pay stub.  If your accounting system cannot 

accommodate this requirement, consider cutting two separate checks for your 

Fellows per pay period. 

2. The living allowance must be equally distributed across the Fellow’s term of 

service.  To calculate, take the number of months in the Fellow’s term and divide 

by the number of pay periods during those months.  If the term starts or ends in 

the middle of a pay period, treat that ‘half’ pay period as if it was a full pay period. 

3. Supplemental benefits should be similarly distributed.  If your accounting system 

cannot accommodate two separate payments on the same pay stub, it is 

allowable to cut one (or two) check(s) a month for supplemental benefits.  

4. Periodic Expense Reports should reflect actual costs. 

5. Host sites should maintain documentation of all match expenses.  This includes 

invoices for health insurance, a payroll ledger to support FICA and other payroll 

taxes, receipts for travel or supply purchases, documentation of general 

operating costs, and documentation for Fellow supplemental benefit expenses. 

6. Supplemental Benefits: Larger, easily provable expenses such as rent, car 

payments, student loan payments, mortgage payments.  Equal Justice Works 

does not recommend using Supplemental Benefits for smaller or difficult to track 

expenses such as food and gas.  Fellows cannot claim unspecified bills or 

‘miscellaneous’ expenses. 

 

 


